
Background

WDS is an advanced microanalysis technique which delivers
superior element detection, peak separation, and
quantification results.  The earliest spectrometers were
horizontal designs which required high kV and high beam
current to reach these benefits.  Modern Parallel Beam
Spectroscopy (PBS) designs incorporate focusing optics
which increase x-ray signal efficiency and are effective at low
kV and low beam current.  With these designs, more attention
to sample positioning is required and in the past the quality of
the results has depended on the skill of the operator.  A smart
routine has now been developed that fully evaluates and
optimizes the sample position, eliminating the user setup
requirements that previously challenged the quality of data
collection.

Existing Solution

A summary of WDS spectrometer types in 2007 by Corrie Van
Hoek and Max Koolwijk emphasizes the importance of proper
sample height in getting the highest intensity x-ray signal when
using PBS.  They describe a manual method for sample height
adjustment and then turn to more recent stage Z axis control
routines.  “Due to the automatic alignment procedures
reproducible quantification is now routinely better than 1%
(relative error) [1].”  Therefore, a quality analysis is possible
but is still subject to tedious routines.  Limitations of early
routines include:

   •      Selecting the best element to set the sample height.  In 
          this step, the operator must know the major element(s) 
          in their sample, or use EDS to determine the best 

          element to use for the adjustment.  Highest intensity 
          elements are best for getting the most potential signal. 

   •      Setting the spectrometer to the selected element.  The 
          spectrometer needs to be configured for the correct 
          WDS crystal for the chosen element.  Once set, it starts
          a constant and continuous collection only for that 
          element.

   •      Sample Z height movement.  Settings in a motorized 
          stage control panel physically move the Z axis of the 
          stage, or sample height, while the spectrometer 
          constantly collects only the selected element.  As the Z
          height changes, the increase or decrease in signal is 
          monitored until a maximum intensity is reached.  The 
          stage position that achieved maximum signal intensity 
          is registered.

   •      Return to Z height of maximum intensity.  The routine 
          finally moves the Z axis to the setting that reached the 
          maximum number of x-ray counts.  

   •      Requirement for repeated set up.  This routine must be 
          carried out any time the sample height is different, such
          as for uneven surfaces or when a different area of the 
          sample is analyzed.

The EDAX TEAM™ EDS/WDS solution

With EDAX TEAM Smart Focus, the previously
cumbersome routine is now fully automated and makes the
best decisions for the user.  Highlights of this new routine
include:

   •      Smart use of EDS spectrum.  For the WDS setup, the 
          EDS spectrum finds the highest intensity element for 
          the optimization.  If two elements have nearly the 
          same intensity, the higher energy peak is selected since
          this will provide more precise results.  
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Figure 1. TEAM™WDS User interface.

Figure 2.  Check Height box which starts the routine and can be left 
activatied for repeated activation as the sample areas change.



          All spectrometer settings are then automatically set for 
          this element, including WDS crystal and element energy 
           line. 

     •     Smart Autofocus settings.  The autofocus routine then 
           uses default settings to move the sample through a range 
           of physical height positions.  Both coarse and fine 
           controls are available.  An algorithm keeps track of the 
           change of the intensity while the stage is moving.  
          Based on the projected area of maximum counts, the 
          software will change the stage movement to more 
          efficiently travel to the stage height where maximum 
          signal intensity is collected.

     •    User selectable checkbox.  The WDS spectrum 
          collection area of the software has a checkbox that the 
          user can leave selected. With this activated, the routine
          will automatically run at the beginning of any collection
          to repeat the optimization.  

Testing and Analysis

A WDS analysis was performed using a carbide sample.  The
first step in the analysis was collection of an EDS spectrum and
then the Check Height checkbox was selected in the WDS
collection area.  The Smart Focus routine automatically
selected carbon and the crystal was automatically set to
continuously collect for this element.  The coarse setting was
used to move the stage through a range of heights and the area 

of maximum count intensity was found to be 15.683 mm and
then moved back to this position.  The sample height is now
optimized.

Recommended EDAX Solution

PBS WDS provides modern benefits in WDS analysis for
element detection and quantification even at low beam currents
and low kV.  Early sample height routines were successful in
getting quality data but required user knowledge to set the
collection sweet spot.  Now with TEAM EDS/WDS Smart
Focus, optimization is easily achieved using fully automated
logical hardware and software controls. Maximum WDS signal
with Smart Focus gains maximum quality data.
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Figure 3. Stage Z locations and corresponding signal intensity as the stage
is moved through the coarse or fine travel range.

Figure 4. WDS overlay with (red) and without (blue) Smart Focus.
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